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This wood chair features asymmetrical "ears", which appear to have been
hand-drawn, that give it an impressive appearance and its compact size allows
this chair to be placed anywhere. It is also notable for the rich color variations
available. You can choose the color you want from a total of eight colors, such as
a natural color using the low-luster characteristic texture of beech wood or a
subtle black with a translucent wood grain feeling, as well as pink, green, yellow,
white-beige, brown and dark gray that were selected from an enormous variety
of colors through numerous discussions and the creation of various samples.
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DESIGN

WARRANTY
We will guarantee the product for two years from the date of delivery of the
product. For the content of quality assurance please see the "Warranty
Policy" included in the product.

TESTS
ISO7173-L4 / Determination of strength and durability
ISO7174 / Determination of stability

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The veneer used in molded plywood are managed and felled in a planned
manner.
The legs are made of chrome-plated steel tubes.
The legs are equipped with vinyl chloride caps.

SANAA , 2005

The coating, glue, plywood, and MDF used here reduce VOC emissions in
manufacturing processes and finished products. These materials have been
tested for formaldehyde emissions in accordance with the ISO12460
standard and confirmed not to exceed the 0.4 mg/l emission level.

"There´s nothing I´m particularly conscious of, but I´m aware that my work
is sometimes thought of by people from other countries as being
distinctively Japanese. It seems to me that there is probably a different
awareness of form and shape at play here."

MATERIAL ＆ FINISH

PURPOSE OF USE
Indoor

beech

C-0
clear

NK-1
EF-0
natural black pink

EH-0
brown

EI-0
dark gray

EG-0
green

EE-0
yellow

Maruni Wood Industry has established various test standards and designs
for comfortable use, however, use of products beyond the expected scope
can lead to cracking and snapping of wood parts. There are several things
you should keep in mind in order to properly preserve the product and
continue using it for a long time. Therefore, be sure to read the instruction
manual beforehand.

ED-0
white beige
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ARMLESS CHAIR（minimini）

215［8.5in］

185［7.3］

420
［16.6in］

220
［8.7in］

ARMLESS CHAIR（mini）

245［9.7in］

280［11.1in］

552
［21.8in］

287
［11.3in］

ARMLESS CHAIR

370［14.6in］

420［16.6in］

425
［16.8in］

820
［32.3in］
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